Celebrating 75 years of
power generation service excellence
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ABOUT CURTIS ENGINE
Locally owned and operated Curtis Engine & Equipment Co., Inc. (Curtis Engine) celebrates its 75th
anniversary in 2019. Over the decades, the company has evolved into the region’s leader in
providing power generation for facilities that have stringent requirements for continuity of
operation, such as healthcare facilities, data centers, and federal, state and local government
operations. Commercial, institutional and government customers in the Mid-Atlantic who need
mission-critical power generation design, equipment and service select Curtis Engine as their
one-stop project partner for power generation design, equipment and service.

Right-sized for Agile Service
Curtis Engine is right-sized so customers receive individualized support, and the company partners with
its customers to tackle complex issues and uses its expertise to craft effective solutions. Many
customers maintain mission-critical operations, so when potentially disastrous weather conditions
threaten electrical power loss, the Curtis technical team spends nights at company headquarters,
prepared to directly answer customers’ emergency calls and quickly dispatch help were it is needed.
That’s what companies do to stay in business for 75 years.

The Curtis Difference
Curtis Engine provides world-class power generation solutions, but how they are delivered and serviced
is the Curtis Engine differentiator. This is a key to the company’s longevity. Says President and CEO Trip
Harrison, “Curtis Engine is a power generation specialist. Our corporate culture attracts power
generation professionals. We are structured to partner with our customers, and our staff members are
as service-oriented as they are technical experts.”

World-Class Power Generation Systems
Curtis Engine is unique in the Mid-Atlantic region because it focuses
solely on power generation for commercial, institutional and
government customers. The company offers a full range of distributed power generation equipment
from leading manufacturers including MTU Onsite Energy (a division of Rolls-Royce Power Systems)
and ASCO Power Technologies. Curtis Engine recently celebrated 10 years as an authorized MTU
distributor in the Mid-Atlantic. MTU Onsite Energy is a global manufacturer of complete power system
solutions, from diesel generator sets for mission-critical and standby power applications to continuous
gas engines for combined heat and power (CHP) projects.
In 2008, the former Katolight, MTU, Detroit Diesel and Spectrum brands were combined under the MTU
Onsite Energy brand, and Curtis Engine was selected as an exclusive distributor of its power generation
systems for the Mid-Atlantic region.
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CONTACT US
Curtis Engine headquarters is conveniently located minutes from the Baltimore Beltway, that serves as
a major access artery for the Greater Baltimore/Washington, DC/Northern Virginia region.
3915 Benson Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21227-1406
Phone:

1-410-536-1203

Toll Free:

1-800-573-9200

Fax:

1-410-536-2098

Client contact:
Trip Harrison
President and CEO, Curtis Engine
Phone:

1-410-536-1203

Toll Free:

1-800-573-9200

Fax:

1-410-536-2098

Email:

tharrison@curtisengine.com

Media contact:
Bill Holleran
Holleran Communications
Phone:

301-996-9495

Email:

wholleran2@comcast.net
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